START YOUR SCIENTIFIC CAREER AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL
YOUR ACADEMIC TRAINING PROGRAM
AT A GLANCE

ACADEMIC TRAINING PROGRAM

Application period:
April 01, 2024 - May 31, 2024

Start of program:
October, Winter Semester

Location:
all TUM School of Management campuses

Duration:
4 years, including a 2-year-scholarship

YOUR ADVANTAGES

• Funding in the form of a doctoral scholarship (first two years)
• Targeted support for doctoral students who aspire to an international academic career
• Focus on research
• Promotion of scientific qualification by completing 48 ECTS worth of doctoral courses
• Excellent doctoral education with an individual course program which includes basic general research skills as well as advanced subject-specific knowledge
• Interim evaluation to get qualified feedback on research project
• Use of TUM School of Managements broad academic network to include a qualified international experience in your doctoral training
OBJECTIVES OF THE DOCTORAL PROGRAM

The Academic Training Program is a four-year doctoral education program of TUM School of Management, including a two-year scholarship. Our goal is to prepare particularly talented and motivated doctoral students with top grades for their international academic careers in the best possible way.

This program teaches basic, general research skills as well as advanced specific knowledge. Fellows in the Academic Training Program will professionalize their competencies in planning and conducting research studies, ultimately being able to publish their findings in leading international journals. With their acquired deep scientific understanding, they will also gain the ability to understand and evaluate the quality of other researchers’ studies.

During the four years of the program, the participating doctoral students develop deep and broad knowledge – with the help of professors from TUM School of Management, but also through collaboration with internationally renowned universities and researchers.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO APPLY?

The Academic Training Program is aimed at particularly talented applicants with high potential who are serious about pursuing an academic career. The most important prerequisite for application is the already assured supervision by a professor at TUM School of Management. Applicants should therefore either already be enrolled as doctoral students or have a letter of recommendation from a professor of TUM School of Management.

SCHOLARSHIP

During the two-year scholarship (first two years of the Academic Training program) Scholarship holders receive € 1,500 per month. The TUM School of Management awards the scholarships according to TUM guidelines.

Academic Training Program participants may apply for up to € 2,000 additional funding for the duration of the scholarship to attend international doctoral courses, research stays and conferences.